The asymptomatic patient with the Wolff-Parkinson-White electrocardiogram.
Sudden death can be the first manifestation of the Wolff-Parkinson-White (WPW) syndrome. The underlying mechanism being atrial fibrillation with a very high ventricular rate, because of a short anterograde refractory period of the accessory atrioventricular pathway (AP), deteriorating into ventricular fibrillation. Information on the anterograde refractory period of the AP is therefore important to recognize asymptomatic people with the WPW ECG at risk for dying suddenly. Several noninvasive tests are available to identify the low risk patient. Decision making when to interrupt the AP in asymptomatic WPW patients not at low risk requires an invasive study to document the electrophysiological properties of the AP and to determine its exact location.